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What’s new?

More choices

Inspire your customers with an increased range of decor combinations and matching products. All decors are available as MFC, MFMDF or Laminate. We also offer edging solutions that perfectly match our decors and textures as well as accent edging for creative designs.

More textures

The development of new textures makes our woodgrain and material decors even more realistic. The feel of a surface is important, which is why we have extended our range to include ST19, ST20 and ST32.

» See our range of textures & surfaces on pages 10-15
More services

Download our new EGGER Decorative Collection App for easy access to the full range, product details and availability information. Prepare for customer presentations using MyCollection and quickly view decors with the scan function. Order samples online and visit our knowledge database for FAQs and product support.

» See our full range of services on page 71

More opportunities

Keeping up with current trends is important to help you get ahead. Our increased range of decors includes industrial material reproductions such as metal and concrete, as well as soft and elegant marbles. We have also added more grey tones and created high-end accent edging which provides an eye-catching finish.

» For current trends see pages 46-55
Products for furniture and interior design

Whether you are designing a private or commercial space, EGGER offers everything from a single source. Our wide range of decors and products helps you find the right look for less.
Laminate F206 ST9

PerfectSense Matt F206 PM

Laminate flooring EPL001

Matching ABS edging F417 ST9

MFC F417 ST10

MFC H3349 ST19

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Textures & Surfaces
Decors and textures work together to create surfaces that look and feel like the real thing. From subtle and bold to matt and gloss, our textures work well on their own or in combination to create something new.

Decors and textures in the app
1. Download the new EGGER Decorative Collection App and use in conjunction with this brochure or your swatch.
2. Use the scanning function to capture any decor or texture code.
3. Access:
   - Your chosen decor in full board and 3D
   - Quick sample ordering
   - Availability information

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Woodgrain textures

The right texture is vital if you want to make a woodgrain reproduction stand out. Our woodgrain textures are created with matte-gloss effects, gently brushed pores, soft hollows, and authentic cracks, to give an impressive natural appearance.

A highly authentic and realistic texture for woodgrain reproductions.

An irregular distribution of linear pores, of various depths, gives the surface a natural look. A light sub-structure gives a velvet feel to the surface.

A linear finish with a matt-gloss effect creates authenticity. The texture aligns with lightly-planked woodgrain decors. It can also be used with solid colours for a painted wood look.

A deep brushed finish with a matt-gloss linear grain, provides a realistic surface for linear woodgrains.

Scan the decor texture code using the app.
Feelwood

Synchronised pore technology brings Feelwood to life by matching woodgrain features with the texture. This reproduces a solid wood effect that is realistic to the touch. Feelwood is a cost effective alternative to real wood or veneer.

Characterised by its authentic feel, cracks and knots create the natural look and feel of real wood.

Create a natural vintage look and feel. The worn appearance of the woodgrain is enhanced by the synchronised surface.

An interplay of matt and light-gloss gives a pearlescent sheen. The matt and softly brushed pore provides the surface with depth, giving it a natural look.

A deeply brushed but very natural, matt character that gives many different types of wood reproductions an authentic feel.

An authentic solid wood finish, enhanced by the synchronised pore finish, gives the Halifax Oak decor range a realistic look and feel.

Displays a deeply brushed softwood appearance with matt-gloss elements. It looks like painted or lacquered solid wood when applied to uni colours.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Matt and gloss surfaces

Use matt and gloss surfaces for a high-end look.

HG
A smooth surface for laminate with a high gloss level, well suited for uni colours.

PG
PerfectSense Gloss is characterised by its exceptionally smooth and reflective finish.

PM
PerfectSense Matt has a warm and silky feel combined with high resistance and anti-fingerprint properties to provide a high quality, matt finish.

SM
A surface which could not look any smoother. Only available in decor U980.

ST2
A pearl texture, with a medium gloss level. This surface is robust, durable and is best used with uni and pearlescent colours.

ST9
Used with uni colours and woodgrains offering a very soft and natural feel. This texture supports the trend for matt surfaces.

ST15
A smooth, flat, and easy-care surface with reduced gloss. It highlights the quality of elegant wood and material reproductions.
Material and metal textures

Reproductions of stone and metal are becoming increasingly important. These decors are given the desired authenticity and character through the appropriate texture.

A rough plaster look, containing both deep and glossy elements. On reproductions of concrete, metal and stone it creates an authentic finish. It also gives uni colours a striking material character.

A matt-gloss effect, simulating the surface and feel of a ceramic sheet.

Metals are popular in on-trend furniture design. ST20 Metal Brushed gives pearlescent and metallic decors the look and feel of finely sanded metal.

Scan the decor texture code using the app.

View our textures in 3D with our new visualiser

Experience EGGER finishes in 3D to visualise how the surface would look in an interior. Available on egger.com and the app.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Feelwood
Synchronised pore technology brings Feelwood to life by matching the woodgrain features with the texture plate. From traditional brushed woodgrains with hearty knots and cracks, to softer, elegant textures, our Feelwood collection is a striking, cost effective alternative to real wood or veneer.

For more details visit www.egger.com/feelwood

Scan a decor code to get more information about product and decor availability.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Feelwood

BENEFITS

- Fade and scratch resistant
- Easy to clean and maintain
- Authentic look and feel
- Matching products
- Cost effective alternative to real wood or veneer

The EGGER Feelwood range is available in 29 decors across six textures.

Feelwood can be used alongside EGGER’s matching products to create a high-end finish. This includes MFC, MFMD, Laminate, Worktops and Edging.

» For more details visit www.egger.com/feelwood

Scan the decor code using the app.
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
PerfectSense is our high-end category of ultra-gloss and matt UV lacquered decors. The premium lacquering process ensures that the surface is both micro scratch resistant and robust. PerfectSense offers a textured experience, suited to furniture design and commercial interiors. The collection now includes material reproductions.

For more details visit
www.egger.com/perfectsense

Scan a decor code to get more information about product and decor availability in the app.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
PerfectSense Lacquered Boards

BENEFITS

- Ultra-gloss and matt MDF lacquered boards
- Supplied with protective film
- Board width of 2070 mm optimised for cutting
- Design choice

Our high quality PerfectSense ultra-gloss and matt lacquered MDF boards, are visually striking and offer high levels of durability. They are perfectly suited to creating upmarket furniture and commercial interiors.

» See our decors on page 59.

Product structure

- Protective peel-clean film
- UV lacquered layers
- Sealer
- Primer
- Impregnated decorative paper
- EGGER MDF board
- Impregnated decorative paper

Scan the decor code using the app.

67% by-products from the sawmill industry
33% fresh resources

80% material from renewable resources
20% material from fossil resources
PerfectSense Gloss lacquered boards

PerfectSense Gloss (PG) dazzles with its high sheen and represents pure luxury. Rooms appear lighter and larger thanks to its high degree of gloss and its reflective nature. Laminate with the texture HG is available for combinations with PerfectSense Gloss lacquered boards. (Gloss levels between HG and PG may vary).

For more details visit www.egger.com/perfectsense-gloss

PerfectSense Matt lacquered boards

PerfectSense Matt (PM) is on trend with its matt, velvety surface. PerfectSense Matt has anti-fingerprint properties thanks to its high quality lacquered finish. PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate (PT) is available to match all PerfectSense Matt lacquered boards.

For more details visit www.egger.com/perfectsense-matt
PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate

BENEFITS

- Suitable for horizontal and vertical use
- Super-matt, velvety, warm surface with anti-fingerprint properties
- PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate (PT) is available in the same decors as PerfectSense Matt lacquered boards

PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate (PT) is ideal for high traffic horizontal surfaces. It is well suited to areas where a combination of matt design and durability is required.

For more details visit www.egger.com/perfectsense-topmatt

Scan the decor code using the app.
A perfect match

Matching ABS edging is available for all PerfectSense lacquered boards.

- PerfectSense Matt (PM) lacquered MDF boards are available in a laminate as PerfectSense Topmatt (PT).
- PerfectSense Gloss (PG) lacquered MDF boards are available as a laminate in High Gloss (HG). (Gloss levels between HG and PG may vary.)

Creating accents

Two-tone Doppia (PMMA) turns the edge into a design feature. Together with PerfectSense Matt or Gloss, this accent edging creates the optical appearance of real glass.

Find out more about our edging collection on pages 39-41
Matching Products
When it comes to your projects, you don’t want to compromise on design and quality. Our tried and tested set of matching products means you don’t have to. All decors are available on Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC), Melamine Faced Medium Density Fibreboard (MFMDf) or Laminate. We also offer edging solutions that are perfectly matched to the decor and texture.

Scan a decor code to get more information about product and decor availability in the app.

Due to different surface textures, product characteristics and processing methods, slight variation in colour tones can occur.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
MFC is ideal for frontals, shelves, wardrobes and wall claddings. It consists of raw chipboard coated on both sides with melamine resin-impregnated decorative paper. It can be easily cut, edged and processed.

For more details visit www.egger.com/mfc

**BENEFITS**

- Flexible in use
- Authentic decor and texture combinations
- Durable, lightfast and food safe
- Antibacterial (tested according to JIS Z 2801 / ISO 22196)
- Easy to process, maintain and clean
- Environmentally friendly and 100% recyclable
- Ready to use immediately – no oiling, staining or other protective measures required
- Available in decors and textures which coordinate with other EGGER products
Eurodekör Melamine Faced Medium Density Fibreboard (MFMDF)

MFMDF boards are available in the same decors and textures as MFC. Thanks to their MDF core, they are well suited for applications in furniture and interior design that require high quality edging or surface milling (e.g. slat walls or furniture fronts).

» For more details visit www.egger.com/mdfboards

**Product structure**

- Melamine resin-impregnated decorative paper
- EGGER MDF board
- Melamine resin-impregnated decorative paper

**BENEFITS**

- High surface density for exceptional surface smoothness and profiling
- High transverse tensile strength and edge stability
- Reduced swelling behaviour
- Authentic decor and texture combinations
- Available in decors and textures which coordinate with other EGGER products

**CO₂**

- 8.1 kg CO₂ / m²

**Recycling**

- 68% by-products from the sawmill industry
- 32% fresh resources

**Material composition**

- 80% material from renewable resources
- 20% material from fossil resources
Laminate

**BENEFITS**

- Durable and easy to maintain
- Coating for core materials
- Easy to process
- Available in decors and textures which coordinate with other EGGER products

Laminate is both versatile and hard wearing. An attractive product for designers, laminate is ideal for mid to high traffic surfaces as well as curved elements. As a decorative coating material, it can be bonded on chipboard and MDF, as well as multiplex, plywood and other core materials.

> For more details visit
www.egger.com/laminates

---

### Product structure

- Overlay (for printed decors)
- Impregnated decorative papers
- Impregnated kraft paper
- Balancer paper

---

### Emissions

- CO₂ emissions: -2.29 kg CO₂/m²
- 57% material from renewable resources
- 43% material from fossil resources

---

Scan the decor code using the app.
Coloured Core Laminate

Coloured Core Laminate has a multilayer structure of melamine impregnated papers in the same colour as the decorative layer. By using a Coloured Core Laminate, join lines and visible edges are minimised and an upmarket look can be achieved.

For more details visit www.egger.com/coloured-core-laminates

**BENEFITS**

- Perfect joint lines, especially in the case of mitred boards
- Can be coordinated with EGGER Compact Laminate due to the same decors and textures being available for both products

**Product structure**

![Product structure diagram]

U8991 ST9

U7081 ST9

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Compact Laminate

BENEFITS

- High durability
- Moisture resistant
- Hygienic and easy to maintain
- Resistant to everyday cleaning products and chemicals
- Available in decors and textures which coordinate with other EGGER products

Compact Laminate is extremely durable, and moisture resistant, making it the ideal material for indoor applications where high impact and an increased demand for hygiene and cleanliness is key. Suitable for kitchens, bathrooms, washrooms and hospitals.

» For more details visit www.egger.com/compact-laminate

Scan the decor code using the app.

Product structure

- Melamine resin-impregnated decorative paper
- Phenol resin-impregnated kraft papers (or melamine resin-impregnated core layers with coloured core)
- Melamine resin-impregnated decorative paper
- Overlay (for wood and material reproductions)

63% material from renewable resources
37% material from fossil resources
Door Size Laminate

Door Size Laminate is a cost effective alternative for interior doors. Available from UK stock in standard sheet size 2150 x 950 mm, Door Size Laminate can be used in many applications such as bedrooms, playrooms, schools, hospitals and offices.

Available in the same decors and textures as other products such as MFC and edging, they can be combined together for a coordinated look. The door laminate collection consists of 81 decors in woodgrain, material and uni colours.

For more details visit www.egger.com/doorlaminate

**BENEFITS**

- Door formats with minimal cutting waste
- Available from stock in single sheet quantities
- Coordinated interior doors with furniture
- Durable, lasting, and easy to clean

Scan the decor code using the app.
Flammex
Flammex products

Public and hospitality sector projects have to meet fire and safety regulations. Our flame-retardant products are classified according to the European standard EN 13501-1 and meet the strict requirements for Euroclass B products. Flammex products are functional without limiting design flexibility. Flammex MFC, Flammex MDF, Flammex Laminate and Flammex Compact Laminate are available in more than 200 different decors. The selection of Flammex Compact Laminate with black panel core includes more than 180 decors.

For more details visit www.egger.com/flammex

BENEFITS

- Slows the spread of fire giving time to evacuate
- Reduces smoke and drop formation in case of fire
- Regular checks by external testing institutes

Use the app to find decors for Flammex products.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
EGGER edging is designed to cover the exposed edge of our wood based panels. It offers a practical and decorative finish in terms of colour, texture and gloss level. Edging enhances the aesthetic quality and durability of a decorative board. The large selection of edging in the EGGER Decorative Collection offers solutions for all of your design needs.

For more details visit
www.egger.com/edging

Scan a decor code to get more information about product and decor availability in the app.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Matching ABS Edging

**BENEFITS**

- Colour and texture coordinate with the decors
- Board and edging from a single source
- Edging available from stock starting from one roll
- Digitally printed decors

ABS Edging is used to finish the exposed edges of decorative wood-based materials. Matching ABS edging is available for all MFC and laminate decorative surfaces. Available in a wide range of widths and thicknesses, ABS edging matches EGGER's decors, textures, and gloss and matt levels.

**Cut-to-width service:**
With the edge configurator, our web-based online service, you can order suitable edging in widths between 12 and 100 mm according to your needs.

For more details visit
www.egger.com/edge-configurator

Scan the decor code using the app.
ABS Accent Edging

An innovative accent edging range showcasing how a high-value look can be achieved with minimal effort.

Three-layer:
Create the look of a three-layer solid wood or ply sheet. It can also be used to create a natural accent in combination with uni colours.

Multiplex:
Offers the possibility to combine the look of a thin-coated multiplex board with our entire range of uni colours, which is popular in interior design.

Special:
Creates strong accents in combination with white uni colours and adds a modern ‘material’ contrast. Natural woodgrains, brown wood and grey uni colours also work well with this edging.

For more details visit www.egger.com/edging

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
PMMA Edging

PMMA edging is a thermoplastic edging product that adds an attractive design element to decorative surfaces.

**PMMA edging PG/PM**
For all PerfectSense Gloss and Matt decors PMMA Doppia edging is available in a 23 × 1.3 mm format. Doppia edging adds depth to the PerfectSense decors and is ideal for a high-end look.

**PMMA accent edging**
Current trends in furniture design focus on combining a variety of materials. Uni colours have also become a dominant factor when selecting decors. They truly come into their own when partnered with PMMA accent edging, creating a striking finish in a number of combinations. PMMA has been in the market for many years, is reliable and easy to process.

For more details visit www.egger.com/edging
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Worktops
Worktop Collection

An exciting and versatile range of worktops. The high quality of this durable product makes it ideal for kitchens, bathrooms, offices and commercial interiors such as shop counters. Our new collection includes a 38 mm postformed range of woodgrains, concrete and marble reproductions. The on-trend square edged range features Feelwood oaks in 38 mm, marbles and slates in 25 mm and elegant new materials in 16 mm. With the decor on both sides, the 16mm worktops are ideal for waterfall island designs.

For more details visit www.egger.com/worktops

BENEFITS

- Hard-wearing and scratch-resistant
- Lightfast and food safe
- Hygienic
- Easy to clean
- Stain and heat resistant
- Multi-purpose applications

27% recycled material
31% by-products from the sawmill industry
42% fresh resources
84% material from renewable resources
16% material from fossil resources

Scan the decor code using the app.
Matching Products

Matching upstands, splashbacks and edging are available in all worktop decors to create a coordinated finish.

Splashbacks and upstands are a stylish alternative to tiling as they require no grouting and are simple to look after and maintain. Available in an 8 mm and 10 mm thickness with a square edge profile.

In addition to this, all 16 mm square edged decors are available as 38 mm postformed worktops to create a matching, on trend thick and thin finish. The 16 mm worktops can also be used to create shelving or side panels.

Decor F628 ST16 Silver Grey Metal Slate is pictured below as a 16 mm worktop, also used as shelving, with matching MFC drawer frontals and splashback.
Worktops Accessories

A new range of accessories has been developed for easy access to essential items required when installing a worktop.

Two installation kits, EGGERSeal waterproof sealant and adhesive, and additional accessories, are available to purchase with the worktop. An EGGERSeal colour match is available for each decor.

If these accessories are used in conjunction with the EGGER fitting guide, the worktop is guaranteed for 10 years.

EGGER Worktops 10 Year Guarantee

EGGER worktops have a 10 year guarantee when fitted using EGGERSeal adhesive in conjunction with the fitting guide (provided in the installation kit).

The 16 mm, 25 mm and 38 mm installation kits provide everything you need to successfully install an EGGER worktop.

All of our worktops are available as PEFC certified. They are also easy to recycle and an environmentally friendly option.

As a result of rigorous testing to the highest standard, our worktops have been awarded the prestigious FIRA Gold Award, reflecting their unrivalled quality.
Trend Worlds
Today’s interior design trends frequently come without clear guidelines.

For many years, people have been focussing on Mix + Match. This has eventually led to more design themes. We have used these new trend worlds as a basis for the development of our new decors.

On the following pages, we will show you how varied today’s design trends are.

Discover all trend worlds at
www.egger.com/trend-worlds

Scan a decor code to get more information about product and decor availability in the app.
Under the motto ‘Black is Back’, black has found its way back into design via accessories such as handles and metal frames. Black now appears in ultra modern furniture design and has become an elegant contrast. Gloss and matt surfaces allow the darkest uni colour to look different.

The new EGGER Decorative Collection offers various options for basic black tones, such as Soft Black and Shadow Black. In addition, woodgrains combined with black provide a wide range of elegant and natural possibilities for this trend.
All decors available from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock (other thicknesses available to order)
Urbanisation as a megatrend influences design. Small living spaces in cities should not only be practical but also designed in a minimalist way. The influence of Scandinavian design, with its light materials, has become significant.

Cool combination materials, such as concrete and metal, and light, neutral grey tones, form the link with urban charm creating the trend world Light Urban.
Urban design charm

Scan the decor code using the app.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 51

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.
- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)
Perfection can be easily achieved with the help of the latest technology, but this is not always desirable in design. Irregularities and imperfections, such as cracks, splinters, handmade elements, or weathering, are also used to achieve a finish full of emotion but with a natural appearance.

The role of texture is becoming important in the age of digital products. The heavy used look or industrial style in combination with very calm and straight-lined designs creates the trend world Perfect Imperfection.
All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)
The future is more tangible than ever. Technical and digital developments have made amazing progress.

The yearning for old and trusted values, timeless classics, and particularly the warmth of the 50s and 60s is on the rise. The expectations of this trend are met by integrating classic materials, such as marble, textile or walnut, into the new EGGER Decorative Collection.

Modern reproductions and natural textures, just like the new, authentic surface ST19, can be found in the trend world Future Retro. The classics are being rediscovered in new combinations, such as black or metal.
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)
Experience the variety of the EGGER Decorative Collection

Decors and textures in the app
1. Download the new EGGER Decorative Collection App and use in conjunction with this brochure or your swatch.
2. Use the scanning function to capture any decor or texture code.
3. Access:
   - Your chosen decor in full board and 3D
   - Quick sample ordering
   - Availability information

Woodgrain Unis

- W1000 ST19 Premium White
- W1000 ST18 Premium White
- U201 ST19 Pebble Grey
- U998 ST38 Shadow Black
- U961 ST19 Graphite Grey
- U999 ST19 Black
- U999 ST12 Black

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.
- 18mm MFC available from UK stock (other thicknesses available to order)

*Decor is also available in other textures.
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Beige & Brown Tones

U216 ST9  Came Beige
U222 ST9  Crema Beige
U113 ST9  Cotton Beige

U104 ST9  Alabaster White
U156 ST9  Sand Beige
U200 ST9  Beige

U961 ST2  Graphite Grey
U899 ST9  Soft Black
U099 ST2  Black

Cool Greys

U707 ST9  Silk Grey
U708 ST9  Light Grey
U763 ST9  Pearl Grey

U788 ST9  Arctic Grey
U732 ST9  Dust Grey
U780 ST9  Monument Grey

U960 ST9  Onyx Grey
U963 ST9  Diamond Grey
U968 ST9  Carbon Grey

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock (other thicknesses available to order)

*Decor is also available in other textures.
PerfectSense Matt

All PerfectSense decors are available as UV lacquered MDF boards from UK stock. PerfectSense Gloss (PG) is available in laminate as High Gloss and PerfectSense Matt (PM) as PerfectSense Topmatt (PT) Laminate.

PerfectSense Gloss

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Coloured Core (Coloured Core Laminates)

- **W1101 ST9 Solid Alpine White**
- **U7081 ST9 Solid Light Grey**
- **U7021 ST9 Solid Cashmere Grey**
- **W1001 ST9 Solid Premium White**
- **U8991 ST9 Solid Soft Black**
- **U9631 ST9 Solid Diamond Grey**

Natural Greens

- **U626 ST9 Kiwi Green**
- **U636 ST9 Fjord Green**
- **U660 ST9 Amazon Green**
- **U650 ST9 Fern Green**
- **U608 ST9 Pistachio Green**
- **U630 ST9 Lime Green**
- **U606 ST9 Forest Green**
- **U655 ST9 Emerald Green**
- **U600 ST9 May Green**

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock (other thicknesses available to order)
Lively Yellows

- U107 ST9: Velvet Yellow
- U146 ST9: Maize Yellow
- U340 ST9: Sorbet Orange
- U140 ST9: Saffron Yellow
- U108 ST9: Vanilla Yellow
- U116 ST9: Brilliant Yellow
- U163 ST9: Curry Yellow
- U617 ST9: Wasabi Green
- U131 ST9: Citrus Yellow

Earthy Oranges

- U332 ST9: Orange
- U350 ST9: Siena Orange
- U818 ST9: Dark Brown
- U989 ST9: Black Brown
- U232 ST9: Apricot Nude
- U830 ST9: Caramel Nude
- U328 ST9: Lipstick Red
- U390 ST9: Indian Red
- U807 ST9: Nougat Brown

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Infinity Blues

U646 ST9
Niagara Green

U507 ST9
Smoke Blue

U525 ST9
Delft Blue

U500 ST9
Glacier Blue

U533 ST9
Polar Blue

U515 ST9
French Blue

U633 ST9
Turquoise Blue

U540 ST9
Denim Blue

U522 ST9
Horizon Blue

Vivid Reds

U321 ST9
China Red

U323 ST9
Chili Red

U337 ST9
Fuchsia Pink

U311 ST9
Burgundy Red

U313 ST9
Rose White

U363 ST9
Flamingo Pink

U325 ST9
Antique Rose

U330 ST9
Aubergine Purple

U399 ST9
Garnet Red

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)

*Decor is also available in other textures.
Midnight Purples

- U599 ST9* Indigo Blue
- U414 ST9 Dark Violet
- U404 ST9 Crocus Pink
- U420 ST9 Purple
- U400 ST9 Powder Violet
- U430 ST9 Violet
- U560 ST9 Deep Sea Blue
- U504 ST9 Tyrolean Blue
- U570 ST9 Midnight Blue

Marble & Textile

- F204 ST9 White Carrara Marble
- F812 ST9* White Levanto Marble
- F417 ST10 Grey Textile
- F205 ST9 Anthracite Pietra Grigia
- F424 ST10 Brown Linen
- F416 ST10 Beige Textile
- F206 ST9* Black Pietra Grigia
- F433 ST10 Anthracite Linen
- F461 ST10 Anthracite Metal Fabric

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Concrete & Stone

- F637 ST16 White Chromix
- F186 ST9 Light Grey Chicago Concrete
- F274 ST9 Light Concrete
- F638 ST16 Chromix Silver
- F187 ST9 Dark Grey Chicago Concrete
- F823 ST10 Light Cefalu Concrete
- F642 ST16 Bronze Chromix
- F121 ST87 Anthracite Metal Rock
- F242 ST10 Anthracite Jura Slate

Metals

- F509 ST2 Aluminium
- F501 ST2 Brushed Aluminium
- F784 ST20 Brushed Brass
- F500 ST20 Metallic Inox
- F463 ST20 Platinum Grey Metallic
- F462 ST20 Indigo Blue Metallic
- F436 ST20 Cubanite Steelbrush

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.
- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)
Natural Pinewood

- H1298 ST22 Sand Lyon Ash
- H3451 ST22 Champagne Fleetwood
- H1250 ST36 Navarra Ash
- H3470 ST22 Natural Pine
- H3404 ST38 Brown Mountain Larch
- H3408 ST38 Thermo Brown Mountain Larch
- H1710 ST10 Sand Kentucky Chestnut
- H1487 ST22 Bramberg Pine
- H1400 ST36 Attic Wood

Coloured Pinewood

- H1424 ST22 Fineline Cream
- H3450 ST22 White Fleetwood
- H3453 ST22 Lava Grey Fleetwood
- H1401 ST22 Cascina Pine
- H1486 ST36 Pasadena Pine
- H3430 ST22 White Aland Pine
- H3406 ST38 Anthracite Mountain Larch
- H3403 ST38 White Mountain Larch
- H3433 ST22 Polar Aland Pine

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Exotics

- H1122 ST22 Whitewood
- H3012 ST22 Coco Bolo
- H3090 ST22 Shorewood
- H1123 ST22 Graphitewood
- H3058 ST22 Mall Wenge
- H1115 ST12 Grey-Beige Bamenda

Maple, Birch & Oak

- H3860 ST9 Champagne Hard Maple
- H3349 ST19 Kaisersberg Oak
- H1277 ST9 Light Lakeland Acacia
- H1733 ST9 Mainau Birch
- H3157 ST12 Vicenza Oak
- H3158 ST19 Grey Vicenza Oak
- H3840 ST9 Natural Mandal Maple
- H334 ST9 Light Sorano Oak
- H1137 ST12 Black-Brown Sorano Oak

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)
Beech & Elm

- H1582 ST15 Ellmau Beech
- H1511 ST15 Bavarian Beech
- H1701 ST33 White Tossini Elm
- H1251 ST19 Natural Brown Branson Robinia
- H1212 ST33 Brown Tossini Elm
- H1210 ST33 Grey-Beige Tossini Elm
- H1252 ST19 Grey Beige Branson Robinia
- H1253 ST19 Truffle Brown Branson Robinia
- H1702 ST33 Dark Brown Tossini Elm

Nut, Cherry & Fineline

- H1615 ST19 Verona Cherry
- H1636 ST12 Locarno Cherry
- H3734 ST19 Natural Dijon Walnut
- H3700 ST10 Natural Pacific Walnut
- H1714 ST19 Lincoln Walnut
- H3710 ST12 Natural Carini Walnut
- H3702 ST10 Tobacco Pacific Walnut
- H3190 ST19 Anthracite Fineline Metallic
- H3192 ST19 Brown Fineline Metallic

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Classic Oak

- H3131 ST12 Natural Davos Oak
- H3170 ST12 Natural Kendal Oak
- H3136 ST12 Grey Corbridge Oak
- H3395 ST12 Natural Corbridge Oak
- H3171 ST12 Oiled Kendal Oak
- H3368 ST9 Natural Lancaster Oak
- H3133 ST12 Truffle Brown Davos Oak
- H3398 ST12 Cognac Kendal Oak
- H3156 ST12 Oiled Kendal Oak
- H3133 ST12 Truffle Brown Davos Oak
- H1199 ST12 Black-Brown Thermo Oak

Natural Oak

- H3330 ST36 Natural Anthor Oak
- H3318 ST10 Natural Wild Oak
- H3154 ST36 Dark Brown Charleston Oak
- H3154 ST36 Dark Brown Charleston Oak
- H3303 ST10 Natural Hamilton Oak
- H3309 ST28 Sand Gladstone Oak
- H3326 ST28 Grey-Beige Gladstone Oak
- H1113 ST10 Brown Kansas Oak
- H3325 ST28 Tobacco Gladstone Oak

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
- (other thicknesses available to order)
Cracked Oak

- H1176 ST37 White Halifax Oak
- H1336 ST37 Sand Grey Glazed Halifax Oak
- H3331 ST10 Natural Nebraska Oak
- H1180 ST37 Natural Halifax Oak
- H3378 ST37 Black Glazed Halifax Oak
- H3332 ST10 Grey Nebraska Oak
- H1181 ST37 Tobacco Halifax Oak
- H3176 ST37 Pewter Halifax Oak
- H2033 ST10 Dark Hunton Oak

Modern Oak

- H3335 ST28 White Gladstone Oak
- H3146 ST19 Beige Grey Lorenzo Oak
- H3399 ST10 Truffle Brown Denver Oak
- H1312 ST10 Sand Beige Whiteriver Oak
- H1313 ST10 Grey Brown Whiteriver Oak
- H3342 ST28 Sepia Gladstone Oak
- H3377 ST36 Sand Orleans Oak
- H379 ST36 Brown Orleans Oak
- H387 ST10 Graphite Denver Oak

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Vintage Oak

- H1145 ST10 Natural Bardolino Oak
- H1150 ST10 Grey Arizona Oak
- H1331 ST10 Grey Santa Fe Oak
- H1146 ST10 Grey Bardolino Oak
- H1151 ST10 Brown Arizona Oak
- H1330 ST10 Vintage Santa Fe Oak
- H1345 ST32 Cognac Sherman Oak
- H1344 ST32 Anthracite Sherman Oak

Metal Mix

- F313 ST10 Titanium Grey Steelcut
- F302 ST87 Ferro Bronze
- F628 ST16 Silver Grey Metal Slate
- F629 ST16 Black Gold Metal Slate
- F411 ST20 Golden Patina

All decors available as laminate from UK stock.

- 18mm MFC available from UK stock
  (other thicknesses available to order)
Our services

We offer a wide range of services and tools to help you and your customers get the most out of our comprehensive collection.

EGGER Decorative App

Our app provides the entire Decorative Collection at your fingertips, whenever and wherever you need it. Find availability information, full board scans, sample ordering and decor combinations all in one place.

Download the EGGER Decorative Collection App now.

Support through visualisation

To bring your decor combination ideas to life we have a Virtual Design Studio (VDS). Access a wide range of room sets where you can apply different decors to see which suits your project. This can save you significant product development time and cost.

Find out more on www.egger.com/vds

Support through samples

Try before you buy when you need something more tangible than a brochure. You can order samples online or order them quickly and easily via the new collection app.

To order your samples www.egger.com/shop

Trend support

Our monthly EGGER Insights campaign incorporates design trends to focus on a specific aspect of the collection.

Find out more on www.egger.com/insights

Our website and myEGGER

From technical datasheets, processing instructions, certificates and product availability, to case studies, trend information and services, egger.com has everything you need. If you use CAD, your package may already include EGGER decors. However if it doesn’t, we can supply decor scans for our full collection.

Register at myegger.com and benefit now.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
Our environmental cycle

**Wood-based materials production**
To continually improve our environmental performance in the production process, we adhere to internationally certified energy and environmental management systems in accordance with ISO 50001, ISO 14001 and EMAS.

**Sawmill**
Every year over half a million tonnes of sawmill co-products are used in the production of our wood-based panels, derived from logs sourced from sustainably managed forests.

**Sustainable forestry**
We act responsibly with regard to forests and the environment and are certified according to ISO38200 PEFC™ and FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®), depending on the availability of the wood. In line with the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR) we only buy timber from verified suppliers.

**Consumer**
We provide full transparency through Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs). They give end consumers important information about environmental and health aspects for each of our basic products.

**Recycling**
Recycled wood, consisting of waste wood from disposed goods and those not fit for sale, is prepared and used for chipboard production.

**Renewable energy**
We turn biogenic fuels, which can no longer be used, into heat and green electricity in our own biomass power plants.
Wood-based materials with environmental values.

EGGER policies and processes meet high environmental standards. Each product page includes statistics about its carbon footprint, how much recycled material is used and the sourcing of renewable raw materials. See example below.

Product structure

Carbon footprint*
The CO₂ footprint can be used to measure the impact a product has on the climate. For coated chipboard it is small, even below zero. Why? Because during its growth, the wood has absorbed more CO₂ than is emitted during transport and production processes.

Contribution to the recycling economy**
In order to conserve natural resources, we need to make the best use of existing materials. This indicator shows how well this can be done in practice. The coated chipboard is made up of more than 50% recycled material or recycled by-products from other industries.

Contribution to the bioeconomy**
Resources need different amounts of time to regenerate. Trees grow in a few decades, while fossil fuels need millions of years to form. Within this indicator, the product components are measured against how much material was obtained from renewable raw materials and how much from fossil fuels.

Full transparency from us and no paperwork for you
To save you time and effort, when you need to submit certification documents for your projects, we have stored all environmental information in one place for easy access.

Find out more at www.egger.com/environment

* externally verified calculation according to EN 15804, see EPD
** unverified calculation according to own method, percentage by weight
The EGGER Group

The EGGER Group is one of the world’s leading wood-based material manufacturers. Founded in 1961, it has 19 plants and operates 27 sales offices worldwide. EGGER products are found in many areas of private and public life, including kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, offices, hotels, and shops.
More than just furniture and interior design

‘Creating more from wood’ is more than just a slogan for us. In addition to products for the furniture industry, we also supply interior flooring products and building products.

Our flooring is quick to install, environmentally friendly and easy to care for. Take a look at our three types of flooring (laminate, comfort and design floors), each with specific properties to cover an entire range of customer needs.

www.egger.com/flooring

Whatever your project is, EGGER Building products can aid in making it straightforward and efficient. We have a wide range of reliable and environmentally friendly OSB straight edge and HDX boards, structural flooring solutions, DHF underlay, timber and adhesives.

www.egger.com/building
www.egger.com
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